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THE LONG NOSED GOD MOTIF: Some Notes on its Distribution

The most important thing in making a distribution study of a form or motif
is to establish more or less exactly what shall constitute similarity or identity,

In many instances it can be shown quite positively that a rather divergent form
has evolved from another form which then seems to have little, if any, relation
to the evolved form. Unless one is prepared to defend such evolutions with in-
controvertible evidence, they are almost certain to be attacked and discredited.
No such evolutionary forms will be introduced in this paper, not because they
could not be successfully defended but because it is neither necessary to adduce
such forms nor is the scope of this study of such an exhaustive nature.

The form that we shall discuss is that of a figure-representation which
has an abnormally long nose. There are several types of such representations.
The ones we are especially interested in at present are the long nosed god
mask with a Pinocchio-like proboscis and the somewhat long-tipped Roman nose.

A large and very fleshy nose will also be noted. Moreover, we shall, insist
upon no theories or hypotheses, though it is felt that a reasoning person
should at least have certain speculations regarding the meaning of the distri-
bution to be shown.

The recent highly interesting paper on The Long Nosed God (3956° Williams
and Goggin) has indicated the distribution of many of the masks and long nosed
figures in the Eastern United States (Fig. 6b) and has explained them to a
degree. Thus we need not trouble here to repeat their findings,, It is with
Mesoamerican, South American, and certain other examples from outside the
Americas that we shall deal principally.

When we attempt to study the distribution of almost any form or motif on
a world-wide scale we encounter numerous coincidental similarities. It is
these, of course, which present all of the difficulties and cause all, of the
controversies in the question of diffusion versus independent invention. If
we have included any of such coincidental similarities it has been uninten-
tional excepting in those cases where doubt as to identity of form has been
specifically indicated.

This study was prompted largely by two things. The first was the appear-
ance of the paper on the Long Nosed God Mask, mentioned above. The second
was the discovery of a very curious long nosed vessel in Colima, on the West
Coast of Mexico, by a Research Associate of the Instituto Interamericano,
Sra. Maria A. de Gomez. This vessel (Fig. 6a) is so unusual in form and so
completely different from the well-known West Mexican archaeological materials
that it deserves further discussion and explanation.

Senora de Gomez has been interested in the archaeology of her home state
of Colima for many years and has investigated many archaeological sites. She
states that this vessel is from the lowest culture level in the region and
that the material culture is generally similar in nature to the vessel in
point. This is to say that it is generally cruder in form than most other
archaeological materials in the area. It is rather poorly made of a coarse,
sandy clay, rather poorly fired with many "fire-clouds, " and the pottery is
constructed by the coil method. The sites are always found on the tops of
hills. Coincidentally, in the State of Guanajuato, some three hundred miles
to the northeast of Colima, we have reported sites which we have named
"Mogoteros" sites; mogotes being a common term for low hills covered with brush
and rocks. These sites have a material culture which seems to be related to



that of Colima but of a relatively late period* If Senora de Gomez is correct
in her stratigraphy, this long nosed vessel and the culture which produced it,

would date from well prior to 500 B.C. Before leaving the discussion of the
long nosed vessel it should be remarked that, originally, in all probability
it had four long noses and the two pairs of eyes were so arranged that the
vessel would show four complete faces.

In the Maya area we find several different figures which are distinguished
by an abnormally long nose.. One of these is the Bat God (Fig-, 2A) which is
quite distinctive in having a vertically extended long nose. Whether or not
this is analagous to the figure from the Eastern United States (Fig. 51 ) or
not is questionable, and it probably is not, in spite of certain similarities
of appearance. Another Mayan form is the "elephant trunk" type of nose
(Figo 3B, D)„ Still another type is a simple "hook" nose (Fig. 3F, i).
Another is the large fleshy nose (Figo 3G). The type which is similar to that
of the Colima vessel (Figo 3C, H, F) is probably the most common of the long
nosed figures in the Mayan area, though no statistical count has been madeo

The "Eagle Warrior" mask is to be found in both the Mayan area and in the
United States, and comparable bird-warrior masks are found in Feruo There are
various sorts of bird masks for warriors, shamans, and dancers to be found
throughout the worlds However, it is not in these that we are interested. All
of the examples presented in this paper are of actual personages with long
noses or persons wearing masks simulating such personages.

In the Peruvian area, in addition to the bird-warrior figures mentioned
above, we also find long nosed personages represented (Fig. k)o They are
different in appearance from the Mayan figures as would be expected from the
general differences in the art styles and techniques of the two areas* How-
ever, the long nose factor is present in both instances.

We may trace the long nosed figure to Indonesia by way of the Pacific
Islands. Some of the Pacific examples are quite sitiilar to American examples
as Fig. 5E from New Guinea and Fig. 5D from the United States. Fig. 5A from
New Caledonia has a rather close counterpart in Fig. 5B from Missouri, Fig. 31
from the Dresden Codex, and Fig. k-A, D, K from Peru. Easter Island has
figures with great Roman noses and Indonesia, Borneo, and Sumatra have figures
with enormous noses also. However, before jumping to any conclusions on the
basis of these similarities, we should also note that certain long nosed and
huge nosed figures are to be found in Africa as well as in some other parts of
the world. The trans-Pacific contact battle will thus not likely be "won by
a nose, " though these similarities may be added to the general list of trait
similarities.

Long nosed figures are to be found in the Pacific Northwest but almost
invariably they can be shown to be bird masks or bird representations. Thus,

the region adds nothing to the material of this paper, but it needed to be
mentioned since, at first glance, some of the figures from that region would
seem to be long nosed figures or masks and thus within the scope of this study.

SUMMARY

If we note the distribution of the long nosed personage or mask on a map
(Fig. 6b) we see that we have a rather heavy concentration of this form in
Mesoamerica and Peru as veil as in the United States, especially in the Eastern
United States if we consider this area as extending from the Great Plains to
the Eastern Seaboard as it has previously been considered (1953° Griffin). It



is rather curious that we do not find the form or motif in the intervening area.
This may be due to the fact that the peoples in this intervening area produced
few, if any, stelae or relief sculpture nor did they use, relatively speaking,
much anthropomorphic decoration on their ceramics- We do find a fair number of
figure motifs at Snaketown, Arizona, which may represent long nosed personages,
but the manner of stylizing these motifs makes this difficult to ascertain-
Thus, we have chosen to omit reference to this area in the present study-

What is behind this seeming obsession with an enlarged or elongated nasal
appendage is problematical. In the Pacific Islands some of the representations
are masks which are stylized portraits of known culture heroes. In Mesoamerica
some represent Quetzalcoatl or the Bat God or the Bain God. In general, how-
ever, the phenomenon must remain problematical. The similarities of the motifs
in the Americas, however, would seem to have more significance than that of
mere coincidence.
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FIGURE 1

A, B, E, H. From the Dais, Temple of the Warriors, Chichen

Itza, Yucatan. (1931* Morris, et al. Plates 128i;

126f; 126f; 128,2, respectively)

C. Borgia Codex. (1904. Seler. Fig. 98g)

D. Dresden Codex. (1904. Schellhaus. Fig. 123b)

F. Mask. El Salvador. (1943. Kelemen. PI. 251c)

G. Maya Old Empire. (1931. Butler. Fig. 20b)

I. Santa Rita, Mexico. Wall Painting. (1906. Breton.

Fog. 8)





FIGURE 2

A. Maya Bat God. (19C4. Seler. Fig. 53a)

B. D. Dresden Codex. (190^. Schellhaus. Fig. 120c; Fig.

123b, respectively)

C. H. Northwest Collonade, Temple of the Warriors, Chichen

Itza, Yucatan; Temple of the Chac Mool. (1931*

Morris, et al. PI. 85w; Vol. 1, Fig. 268, respectively)

E. G. Macanxoc, Coba Region. (1932. Thompson, et al. Fig. 6la)

F. Inner Tablet, Temple of the Sun. Copan. (1905^

Peet. P. 68)

'





FIGURE 3

A, D, F. Tikal. (1931. Butler. Fig. 20a; P. 166; Fig. 20c,

respectively)

B, C, I. Dresden Codex- (1904. Schellhaus. Fig. 125b; Fig.

128f; Fig. 123d, respectively)

E. Shell Gorget, Veracruz. (l9*J-5. Keleinen. P1.28lc)

G. Temple of the Warriors, Chichen Itza, Yucatan. (1931.

Morris, et al. PI. 85s)

H. Mayan. (190^. Seler. Fig. 51a)
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FIGURE k

A - K inclusive. Figures from Peruvian Ceramics.

(1938. Wasserman - San Bias. A: Fig. 5k\);

B: Fig. 29a; C: P.75; D: P. 75; E: P.l^c;

F: P.19; G: P.27; H: P. 28; I: P.21;

J: Fib. 19; K: P.28.





FIGURE 5

A, E, F, G. New Caledonia; New Guinea; Dutch New Guinea; New

Hebrides, respectively. (19^7° Leenhardt. Plates

68; 113; » ^2, respectively)

B, C, D, H, I, J New Madrid, Missouri; St. Louis, Mo.; Gahagan

Moung, La.; Roxana, Term.; Walls, Miss.; Diamond

Bluff, Wis., respectively. (1956. Williams and Goggin.

Figures l8a; 2a; P. 2a; Figs. l6a; l8b; l6b,

respectively)

K. Wooden Spoon, Coast Tiahuanaca. (19^3 • Kelemen.

PI. 275c)

L. Chac, the Long-nosed God or God of Rain. Maya.

(1950. Medioni. P. 87)

M, N. Maya Hieroglyphs of the Bat God. (19C4. Seler.

Fig. 50b, c)





FIGURE 6

A. Long-nosed pot from Colima, Mexico.

B. Map showing distribution of certain long-nosed

representations. Squares show sites mentioned

by Williams & Goggin (195&). Circles show sites

mentioned in this paper.
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